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Since if a boundary has been overstepped is de� ned by very personal and individual 
experiences, it will be de� ned by the a� ected person. It can be that , people feel attacked, 
disrespected, hurt, upset, discriminated or overwhelmed. In these Situations we will take 
the experience, feeling and de� nition of the a� ected person very seriously.

If you are a� ected by discriminating or abusive behaviour or speech, or if you see someone 
else being a� ected by discriminating or abusive behaviour or speech, don‘t hesitate to get 
in touch with us.

During daytime we‘ll be at our infopoint in Jugendzentrum Haslach. You can come by 
any time, either with a situation you have experienced or seen, that you wish to talk about, 
or just for a warm cup of tea.

During the evening-events you can � nd us at the entrances of the venues.

We also have an awareness-emergency-number:  +49 171-153 89 75  
It can happen that we‘ll be delayed, in that case don‘t hesitate to ask people around you to 
help you out and support you.

During our shifts we‘ll wear purple caps  so that you can recognize us outside of our 
infopoint.

WHERE CAN YOU FIND US?

Let‘s be careful with each other 
so that we can be strong together!

english

What to do if something does happen?



The term awareness comes from the expression „to be aware“. Which means having 
knowledge of  a situation or a fact, being concerned and well informed about a particular 
situation or development.

Behind the term awareness is a concept which deals with physical, psychological and 
personal boundaries, and the protection of these.
That means that any sexist, racist, homophobic, transphobic, ableistic or any similar 
harassment won‘t be tolerated. Discriminating and abusive behaviour and speech will be  
de� ned as such and condemned. The a� ected persons will be empowered and assisted.

First of all, awareness means for us that assaults, discriminating or abusive behavior and 
speech won‘t be tolerated. So that this Awareness-Concept can work, it‘s going to need 
everybody‘s support and participation. That‘s why we ask you to read our concept and help 
us to put it in application.

In this concept we decided to have a team. The main goal of the awareness-team is to solve 
emerging problems in a way that empowers , protects and supports the a� ected as much 
as the a� ected want to be empowered, protected and supported. This is the main task of 
the awareness team.

There will not only be the awareness-team but also a so-called “safer-space”. This space 
is a a space of retreat, where you can relax or talk after a di�  cult situation you‘ve gone 
through.

We do know that such a safer-space, never is 100% safe or secure. But we want to try our 
best so that all of you feel comfortable/ at ease at the Ladiy*Fest.
Especially important is that: assaults are de� ned by the a� ected person, we do not 
question what that person experienced.

The awareness team is sensitized for problematic situations and is there to help you 
confront abusive behaviour and speech. This applies at the � rst signs of such behaviour and 
speech as well as by active overstepping of boundaries.

Yo u ‘ r e  w e l c o m e  t o  a p p r o a c h  a n d  a d d r e s s  u s  a t  a n y  t i m e .

But we also expect from every attendant of the festival to be aware and respect each other. 
That doesn‘t only mean to counter and actively confront discrimination but also to deal 
consciously with your own privileges in the existing power structures of our society. Re� ect 
your own Prejudices and stereotypes.
In discussions, try to give everybody the possibility to contribute. Speech dominance is 
undesired at the Ladiy*Fest.
“Being aware” also means to re� ect the language you‘re using, because also language 
can be excluding or even violent. Try to bear it in mind when you speak.
If there should be something you don‘t understand, feel free to ask.

Awareness – What does that mean?

What does that mean for us all?

What does that mean for the Ladiy*fest Freiburg?


